
CIPC
Resolving and Reviewing Validation Messages



Agenda

• How to generate validation messages

• Identifying different types of validations

• Addressing validations

◦ Public Interest Score (Informational)

◦ Mandatory Element Missing (Error)

◦ Mandatory Element Missing (Warning)

◦ Calculation Inconsistency

• Creating a checklist for Mandatory Elements



How Do We Generate Validation Messages?



Generate XBRL

Creates:
• Validation messages

• Reports

On the XBRL Toolbar. . . 

Generate XBRL



Generation Results

Left Panel Right Panel

Document

Time stamp

User that created the 
generation

Validation 
messages

Notification about
changes not captured 
to document or XBRL



XBRL Validation Panel

Error

Warning

Informational

message summary

navigate to validation issue

filter by active section



CIPC Validation Messages

Look for technical compliance with the Companies and Intellectual Properties Commission (CIPC)
. . . based on the Business Aspects, Technical Aspects and other authoritative literature

Compliance with XBRL 2.1 and mandatory elements
(will prevent filing)

Should be reviewed and resolved, if possible
(may prevent filing)

Should be reviewed and resolved, if possible
(may prevent filing)



Common Validation Messages



Public Interest Score

WARNING: "Public interest score" IS NOT calculated properly.

Public interest score* = (Turnover/1 million) + (Third Party Liability/1 million) 

Example:
(Turnover/1 million) = 3 343 674 000 / 1 000 000 = 3 343,67 => 3 344

(Third Party Liability/1 million) = 224 991 000 / 1 000 000 = 224,91 => 225

(Turnover/1 million) + (Third Party Liability/1 million) = 3 344 + 225 = 3 569

Always round numbers up

*New to the 2019 taxonomy



Mandatory Fact Missing (Error)

ERROR: The value "Full registered name of company" MUST be reported 

for the current reporting period.

The concept shown should be applied directly to the document, if 
possible

If it cannot be added in the document, then it should be added in a 
non-printing section



Mandatory Fact Missing (Warning)

WARNING: The value of "Cash flows from (used in) financing activities" 

SHOULD be reported for the current reporting period.

If the element is disclosed in the report, then apply the concept

If the element is not disclosed, it should be tagged as a nil value and an 
XBRL footnote should be applied to explain why the value is not 
reported



Calculation Inconsistency

A calculation total reported in your document is inconsistent with an XBRL-

calculated value. The line items summing to the total may be incomplete, have 

incorrect positive or negative values, or have incorrect calculation weights. 

Calculation inconsistencies on the financial statements should be resolved, unless 

the calculation inconsistencies are for members on an axis. Calculation 

inconsistencies in the footnotes should be reviewed, but not all inconsistencies can 

be resolved, as footnote disclosures may correctly contain some but not all, of the 

calculation components.



What is a Calculation Relationship?

A calculation relationship shows the relationship between concepts

Year Ended 31 December

20XX 20XY 20XZ

Profit (loss) credit 77 421 76 584 77 421 

Other comprehensive income (loss) credit (31 972) (30 123) (31 972)

Comprehensive income (loss) credit 50 240 65 190 50 240 

concepts with the same balance type as the total will be added

concepts with the opposite balance type will be subtracted

+

+

=



Where are Calculation Relationships Defined?

The CIPC taxonomy defines a set of calculation relationships between multiple concepts

...concepts applied in the report are compared to these defined relationships



Clearing Validation Messages



Creating a Mandatory Element Checklist

Taxonomy Mandatory Data Elements

http://www.cipc.co.za/files/6315/6647/5991/CIPC_XBRL_Taxonomy_Mandatory_Elements_-_2019-08-02.xlsx


2019 Mandatory Data Elements

Leverage the list of mandatory elements provided to create a checklist in Workiva....



Import from Excel

Select Add Excel sheets to this Spreadsheet



Mandatory Elements Added to Existing Spreadsheet

Link values from the Document or 
Spreadsheet to help track which elements 

have been disclosed in the document



Creating a Checklist



Ready for Filing?



Filing Documents

Download the Filing Documents from 
the latest Generation
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